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1. INTRODUCTION

Sophisticated device structures are

fabricated by controlling gas flow precisely

llasayosi ESASHI, Akira NAKANO and Shuichi SH0JI

Department of Electronic Engineering Tohoku University
Aza Aoba Aranaki, Sendai 980 Japan

Tno integrated mass flow controllers nere fabricated on a 20mm square silicon
substrate by nricronachining. The mass flow controller consists of a small thernal
mass flon sensor and a normally close micro valve. The valve is driven by a couple
of piezo actuators. The response of the integrated mass flon controller rrras less
than Znsec, which is faster than that of previous ones by nearly thousand tines,
The snall thernal capacity of the flow sensor gives high sensitivity and quick
response. The integrated structure having neglieible dead volume and the quick
response gives rise to a precise flow control for advanced film deposition processes
etc..

Integrated Mass Flow Controller by Micromachining of Silicon

2. PNINCIPLE AND STRUCTURE
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in advanced deposi tion processes as }IOCVD,

Il0llBE, ALB etc. A f lon control systens nhich

contain nass florr controllers have been used

for such purposes. The dead volume in the gas

tube line as well as the slon response of a

usual nass flotr controller prevents fron

changing gas quickly.

The purposes of this study is to realize

integrated flow control systems to improve the

controllability of the gas systen.

Semiconductor process technologies have been

applied to fabricate sensors and actuators. By

taking advantages of the micromachining, higtr

sensitivity and quick response of a florrr

sensor, as well as a reduced dead volume in a

flow path are given. The integrated control

system is so small as to be equiped close try a

reaction chamber and can reduce the dead

volume in the gas tube I ine.

A normalty open type integrated mass

controller had been developed b"fo.ut?

paper descrives a nen integrated mass

The structure of the integrated mass f lor'r

controller is shonn in Fig.l. Two nass flon
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controllers are fabricated on a 20nr square

silicon sustrate. Silicon-to-glass anodic

bonding was used for sealing the flow

channel.

The nass flon controller consists of a nicro
f lon sensor and a nricro valve. Flor+ rate is
sensed with a thernal nass flon sensor, which

is a nickel nicro heater in a gas channel, and

the flon is controlled nith a nicro valve.

Tno snall stacked piezo actuators were used to

drive the nicro valve and an external servo

control circuit is used,

(1) llicro valve

If the control valve serves as a shut off
valve, it could elininate the dead volume

between these valves connected serially.
The structure and the operation principle of

the norrally close nicro valve are shown in

Fig.1. The nicro valve has a resa suspended

nith a thin diaphragr. In order to shut off
the tas flon, a gasket of a free standing

nickel filr nas forned on the top of the nesa.

A couple of stacked piezo actuators of Bnn X

1.4rn Xgrn are used to open the valve. ldhen

these piezo actuators are expanded, it pulls
donn the nesa nith the glass rod and the valve
is opened. The gas flons betneen the gasket

and the glass.

Q, llicro flon sensor

The principle of the thernal flon sensor is
the heat dissipation by the gas flor+. The

structure of the thernal nass flow sensor is
shonn in Fig.Z. A nickel heater covered r+ith a

silicon dioxide layer nas fabricated as a

bridge in the gas channel.

Nickel nas used for the heater, because of
its relatively large resistance tenperature

coefficient, good adhesion to silicon dioxide
and the refractoriness. The nickel heater
pattern has an angle nith respect to the gas

channel, in order that the silicon under the

nickel heater should be etched out by the

anisotropic silicon etching. The silicon
dioxide layer supports the nickel fih

nechanically and besides prevents the nickel

from the reaction nith the gas. Since the

micro heater is thermally isolated fron the

substrate and is exposed directly to the gas,

fast response and high sensitivity of micro

flotl sensors are performed.
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3. FABRICATIqN

cross section A-A'

the nicro flon sensor.

The fabrication process are shonn in Fig.3
and the assenbly processes (S) and (il are as

fo I I ons.

A 300 pn thick Pyrex glass was drilled to

make gas line holes and nire bonding holes

using electrochemical discharge nachining in a

KOH solution. After aligning the silicon
substrate with the glass, they nere anodically
bonded. The optimun temperature for stress

free bonding nas 3900C.

A glass rod was glued by epoxy to the center

of the mesa. A snall glass plate with two

piezo actuators nounted on i t nas glued to the

glass rod nith epoxy. Bias voltage (10D $as

appl ied to tl+o piezo actuators during the

curing process, nhich nade about I pn gap

between the slass and the actuators after
removing the bias voltage. The epoxy resin

tras cured at room temperature to avoid a

stress induced defornration rrhich may causes

valve seat leakage.

Fig.4 shows the wafer assenrbled.
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Fig.3 Fabrication Process.

4. CHARACTERISTICS AND DISCUSSION

(1) lticro valve

The characteristics of the normally close
micro valve is shonn in Fig,5. llaximum f lon rate
at 0.75 kef/cm gas pressure was about 50 sccm.

The valve closed at 0V and the leakage nas less
than 0.01 sccm by virtue of the nickel gasket.

The detai led evaluation of the valve seat

leakage and of the mechanical durability of the

epoxy are remained for further study.
(b) llicro flow sensor

The circuit in FiB.6 supplies a power to the

heater so as to keep the heater temperature

constant, and the output coresponds to the flon
rate. The characteristic of the flon sensor of
which temperature nas kept at S0 "C is shonn in
Fi g. 6.

Conductive epoxy used for the electrical
feedthrough fronr this flon sensor is in contact
with the gas in the channel. But an advanced

flotr sensor nhich can seal the gas channel

harnetically with silicon and silicon dioxide
t.las developed and nas also used for the

integrated nass f low control ler.2)

The tenrperature conpensation and improvements in
flon sensitivity nill be required.
(c) Integrated mass flon controller
The mass florr controller llas evaluated with an

external control circuit. It reads out a flow
signal and supplies valve drive voltage
correspondine to the difference between the flow
sensor output and the flon set point.
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Fig.5 The characteristics of the
normally close nicrovalve.
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Fig.4 Assembled integrated mass flow controller.
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sensor and

Fie.? shows the flow rate versus the source gas

pressure for different flow set points as

parameter. The valve drive vol tage is also
plotted in it. Increasing the pressure, the valve

voltage decreases and the valve is closed.

Consequently the flon is kept constant' flhen the

pressure is decreased, the flon is not kept

constant and decreases due to the limitted

conductance in the flow path.

Fig.8 shons a step response of the integrated

nass flow controller. The response tine

neasured tras less than 2nsec. This neans the

integrated mass flow controller is faster than

that of previous ones by nearly thousand times'

The connection of this system to a stainless

steel piPe, durabilities to baking or to

corrosive gases and an evaluation in

application niII be the future subiects.

!-. c0NcLUsI0N

llicro gas flon control systens for advanced

seniconductor processes were integrated on a

20mm square silicon substrate by nicronachining.

The integrated structure and the quick response

could introduce well controlled amount of

molecules into a deposition chamber etc..
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Fig.8 Transient response of the integrated
mass flow controller.
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